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Copyright © 2020 HowStuffWorks, a division of infoSpace Holdings, LLC, a System1 Company What a wild rollercoaster it has been for Star Wars fans. In a record time, fans have gone from being happy to have the saga back to constantly in each other's throats. Now, against all odds, it feels like the tide
is turning once again. Let's discuss why Star Wars might come back in such a big way. Jon Favreau, Dave Filoni and the cast of 'The Mandalorian' at Star Wars Celebration | Daniel Boczarski/WireImage for Disney Introduces 'The Mandalorian' The biggest shift the recent saga has made is his foray into
live-action television. Animated shows such as Star Wars: The Clone Wars and Star Wars: Rebels have been around for years. But the new series Disney + The Mandalorian is breaking new ground for the franchise. With the feature side on hold, The Mandalorian takes Star Wars in a new direction
unencumbered by the larger universe. Thus, he was able to play in the sandbox made by George Lucas decades ago without having to tie it all back to the Skywalkers. Fans have so far loved the series, especially certain diminished new characters. And The Mandalorian is just the beginning. Disney+ will
be a prime destination for Star Wars fans in the next few years, with several more shows in the works. After all, self-respecting fans will miss the chance to see Ewan McGregor finally return as Obi-Wan Kenobi? Fans love 'Jedi: Fallen Order' On the video game side, Star Wars fans are currently absorbed
in Jedi: Fallen Order. The game — available on Windows, PlayStation 4, and Xbox One — follows a new character called Cal Kestis (Cameron Monaghan). A Padawan during the prequel trilogy, Cal survived the Jedi purge of Revenge of the Sith. In this action-adventure game, players help young Jedi
avoid the Imperial grasp and search for allies. Much to the delight of critics, this aspect of the game doesn't focus on stealth tactics but uses the Force to fight your way through the story. The plot also mostly shines on elements Star Wars hasn't completely covered. While some familiar characters — such
as Rogue One's Saw Gerrera — appear, Jedi: Fallen Order shares an approach similar to the Star Wars universe as The Mandalorian. Both projects are almost entirely disconnected from the film's main focus. With new protagonists and new worlds, they are determined to fill the gap between the saga's
main episodes. So far, this seems exactly what fans want. Can 'Star Wars: The Rise of Skywalker' keep the momentum going? Then, of course, a small Star Wars project called The Rise of Skywalker is waiting right Bend. Director J.J. Abrams' film may not please everyone, but it's meant to be the grand
finale of the long-running Skywalker saga. So regardless of the as it turns out, fans today are very invested in seeing how the saga vibrates. Abrams and his team seemed to pull out all the stops. The Rise of Skywalker will mark the last time many of the original trilogy's characters appeared on screen.
Nostalgia - like the Force - is strong with this one, although some fans don't like The Last Jedi. Early ticket sales suggest the new film could be another cultural event like The Force Awakens. As far as fans know, The Rise of Skywalker will be their last chance to see Star Wars on the big screen. And
judging by The Mandalorian and Jedi: Fallen Order, whatever happens next could be something completely different. For now, Star Wars fans just have to soak in everything that galaxies are far, far in store and hope it can keep this momentum going for years to come. Courtesy of Ruggable If you're a
Star Wars fan, you're probably going through a bit of a draw now. Last year was in many ways the culmination of all things Star Wars —2019 brought the premiere of the last film in the latest trilogy, The Rise of Skywalker; debut of The Mandalorian, the saga's first live-action TV series (a quality Baby Yoda
reference); and the opening of galaxy's Edge at Walt Disney World. (Not to mention the launch of a pretty cool line of Star Wars-inspired furniture and some amazing new cookware.) So what should people do in 2020 that this star crosses? Fear not, for now comes a new carpet collection from Ruggable
to tap into the endless tastes of fans across the galaxy. The best part? Most of these are not read as Star Wars carpets at all and can pass for sophisticated decorations in almost any room — this is key in persuading unwilling roommates or loved ones who may not want Darth Vader's giant head in their
living room but who might approve of the subtle blue toile pattern. Not sure? If you still intend to put one of these in the children's room, you don't have to worry about spillage as any removable carpet comes with a removable and washable cover over nonslip pads. There are 20 designs in all, ranging in
size from runner up to 8' x 10', with round options of six and eight feet as well. Here are some of our favorites from this incredible new collection. Ad – Continue Reading Under the Dark Side of Damask Charcoal Carpet Ruggable.com $229.00 The bad guys take center stage on this traditional damask
pattern — Boba Fett, Stormtroopers, and Darth Vader herself. Also available at Delft Blue and Stone. Toile Blue Rug Ruggable ruggable.com $229.00 From far, far away, you'll never know This carpet features sketches of Yoda at Dagobah, AT-ATs in Hoth, and — of course — legendary scenes of my
father I am your father, among many others. Also available in a gray-and-white pattern. Naughty Squadron Dark Teal Rough Rough Carpet The $229.00 Abstract fleet of in-flight X-wings speeding makes for a rather chic look for your floor. Also available in gray. Saga Delft Blue Rug Ruggable
ruggable.com $229.00 This loose and free style of pictorial carpet allows her to blend in with any decorating style— even if it features a Silhouette of Chewbacca, Princess Leia (famously called Chewie's large walking carpet), and the rest. Also available in black and white. Ruggable Cream Fleet
ruggable.com $229.00 Here's another carpet done in hand-drawn style, but this one focuses on the iconic spacecraft you know and love, the Millennium Falcon and Star Destroyers among them. Also available in black. Corellian Tie Polychrome Rug Ruggable ruggable.com $229.00 This rug shows off a
different, more colorful take on much of the same spacecraft, this time rendered in an interesting tie pattern. Also available in the navy. TIE Fighter Houndstooth Black Rug Ruggable ruggable.com another $229.00 Round on a classic ship, in another round on a classic decoration motif — houndstooth.
Also available in blue. Smuggler Geo R2D2 Blue Rug Ruggable ruggable.com $229.00 Done with the style and coloring of the beloved R2D2 droid, this carpet will be great in the nursery — or adult bedroom. (We don't judge.) Also available in gray. The Ruggable Rebellion ruggable.com $229.00 If you've
heard the term Star Wars carpet before... This is probably what would have been wrong in mind. But surely there is someone in your life who will want this carpet on their floor. Darth Vader Rug Ruggable ruggable.com $229.00 Last but certainly not least this impressive—most impressive, you might say—
rendering darth vader's only rendering. The dark side of the Force has never looked so good. This content is created and maintained by third parties, and imported onto this page to help users provide their email addresses. You may be able to find more information about this and similar content in piano.io
ads – Continue Reading Below For a long time, the magical place where fine art meets The Force exists only in your dreams, notebooks or on the cover of Star Wars fiction. Two years ago the list was expanded to include Gallery LTD in Seattle. Lego and Star Wars have been working together for more
than two decades now, and we would say this partnership has never been stronger - the current Lego Star Wars set is some of the best ever made. And not just the best Lego Star Wars sets, but the best Legos set a full stop: there's something about Star Wars and Lego that just clicks along. You can
regularly force your way to some great Lego deals – and if you keep an eye on our Black Friday deals, you may be able to bag yourself a real bargain on a bag of brilliant bricks. Lego Super Mario Review: It's a-me, Lego Mario! Black Friday board gamesThere are so many to choose from. Selected.
discover incredible details in Lego recreations of iconic Star Wars vehicles and ships, more artistic sets to help you stay creative, smaller Lego Star Wars sets perfect for kids gifts, and everything in between. There's even a plastic recreation of some of the best scenes in the series - and Lego has now
grown beyond movies and specials to the world of theme park props as well.• Browse all the Lego Star Wars sets in the Lego Store online The list of the best Lego Star Wars sets below includes options with all prices, ranging from under £20/$20 to hundreds. We'll update regularly, to include all the top
new sets you'd like to know about - and we'll note if there are good Black Friday deals when that time comes. Like all Lego sets, most of the fun is in the building. With something like our number one set, the huge Millennium Falcon Ultimate Collectors Series model, putting it together is a great project that
you can take your time, unwinding for a while every night while working towards a nice neat goal. But there are many other sets here that can suck you up without being expensive enough (or with such a great finish). Such sets are made for as many adults as children, but there are obviously many
smaller and easier options for children to put together, and that focus on actually playing with Lego, rather than displaying them. But whichever of them you plan to do with your set, here's what you should buy:Definitely the best Lego Star Wars set ever - just look! This beast is like building a monument to
your Star Wars love - which is 33 inches long when it's built. This includes the most parts of any lego set ever made, making it very detailed inside and out - not only is every strange habit on the Falcon exterior lovingly recreated, but you can open the section to reveal the cockpit, seating area (complete
with holo chess table) and more inside. It comes with additional sections so you can make it resemble the original series design, or updates to new movies – and comes with a wide variety of minifigures for both eras, too. (Image credit: Lego Group) Not a walkover build, but this one has legsThere are big
models - the Millennium Falcon, The Death Star et al - and there are really iconic models: it feels like this very detailed AT-AT is the kind of Collaboration Star Wars Lego is made for. It's big enough that there's room in the cockpit for three minifigs, there's a work winch to drag Luke Skywalker figs to plant
thermal detonators, spring-powered shooters, and even a dinky little speeder bike to complete the Battle of experience authentic. As far as shelf appeal goes, it has it in spades. (Image credit: Lego Group) More affordable (and displayable) collector set It gives you the same type build and satisfaction like
the Millennium Falcon above, but for a price that is truly achievable, and at a suitable size on a normal shelf. The compact and fast A-Wing fighter from Return of the Jedi gets a huge amount of love here - this model looks fantastic, and has a removable cockpit canopy (with detailed interiors), a triggering
laser cannon, cool engine light effects, and is generally a fantastic project for Lego Star Wars fans. (Image credit: Lego Group) You'll never build a really big nest of junk and villains out of 21 minifigures (including, naturally, the whole Cantina Band, and a whole host of more that you can't find anywhere
else) highlight this huge set. These include the Cantina itself, a removable outlying building, a pair of Landspeeders, and even a newly revised Dewback figure. A pleasant and easy building, by all accounts, and perhaps easy enough for much younger fans to build - although given that this is a bar, the
presence of space-hooch abs may have forced Lego to raise its recommended age somewhat. (Image credit: Lego Group) No Lego Star Wars list would be complete without X-Wing! Lego will always have a great version of the X-Wing available, and this is a very nice set - fun to build, looks very close to
the real version, has wings operated by levers that are open and close to attack, it shoots lasers and torpedoes (well, Lego versions of them), and comes with not only Poe to test it (along with R2-D2), but also Jannah and a Knight Ren for the show (Image credits : Lego Group) Just for once, let me see
the awesome Lego set with my own eyesFeaturing this lightning-style shoot emperor Palpatine minifig and the actual reactor shaft for Darth Vader to throw him into, this Return of the Jedi playset doesn't jump on the movie-accurate feature. There are also stairs collapsing, bridges collapsing, and a bit
where you can throw a minifig sky with a Force-jump. It's an updated re-jig from the original 2015 set, so if you want to take on an aesthetically enhanced final battle without paying extreme aftermarket fees you're in luck. (Image credit: Lego Group) A Lego is set straight from Galaxy's EdgeIf your personal
Star Wars canon extends far beyond movies, spin-offs and Christmas specials to theme park exhibitions, and your love of Lego knows no bounds (and why not, on both counts) then the Lego Resistance I-TS is the perfect set. It's based on a ship found on Disney's famous Rise of the Resistance trip, part
of Walt Disney World and the Star Wars: Galaxy's Edge Disneyland area, packed two unique minifigs - Lieutenant Bek and Vi Moradi - as well as a pair of cool droids. Lots to play with, with removable tops, opening sides, and a bunch of stud shooters to give you something to lose under the couch, and I-
TS I-TS Resistance gives a very contrasting look from most other Lego Star Wars lines. (Image credit: Lego Group) Don't be too proud of this Lego masterpiece, you've built this three-in-one pixel-by-pixel set you've discussed whether your favorite baddie is Darth Vader, Darth Maul, or Kylo Ren. It offers
instructions for arranging 3,000+ 1x1 buttons into striking portraits of the Sith Lord of your choice, and comes with a soundtrack featuring inside info and stories related to the set, making it one of the more zen experiences Lego has to offer. If you're truly dedicated, you can take three sets and combine
them to build a three-fold-tall Darth Vader portrait, ready to put on display on your wall. It's not traditional Lego, but it's a great use of form. (Image credit: Lego Group) Beeping intensifiesLovable rolling robo-ball BB-8 will be transplanted into a much rectangular domain here in this Brick Sketch, giving you
the opportunity to build pieces of astromech display either to sit on the included mount or (via hooks that are also included) to hang on the wall. Unlike the Lego Art set above this is a set with a lot of three-dimensional appeal, layering pieces of various shapes and sizes to striking effects. The stud size is
12 x 16 which is the same as other Lego Brick Sketch sets, so it will sit well next to First Order Stormtrooper (40391) and, er, Batman (40386) and The Joker (40428). A small building, but definitely a cool one. If this is a Lego Ambassador, where's the Lego Ambassador? This huge (24-inch)-long building
takes Leia's ship from the beginning of the first Star Wars (and the end of Rogue One) and gives it an impressive brick version. Not only do you get a recreation of the excellent design, but it also has some nice extra touches, including an open section to reveal command centers and conference rooms,
but also a removable escape pod, perfect for included C-3PO and R2-D2 numbers. You also get the ship's captain, the Rebel police, Bail Organa, and Leia. Cleverly, the radar dish above serves as a sturdy handle to move it. Fully armed and operational epic setWhat could be a more epic building than
the Death Star? This set matches a number of magic movies that blow the mind into the rounded frame of everyone's favorite not-month. You will build Lego versions of so many scenes, including 3PO and R2 hideouts, main laser controls, containment levels, garbage compacters, Obi-Wan disabling
tractor beams, Luke and Leia swings to safety, conference room, Palpatine throne room, hanger that launches Advanced TIE Cargo area, droid treatment area, plus various you also get 23 mini characters, ranging from heroes to villains to droids. It's a hell of a thing. (Image credit: Lego Group) A new
type of collector's item for big Star Wars fansIn 2020, Lego has been a new line of collection sets for Star Wars fans - the iconic helmet. Early waves included Boba Fett, a TIE Fighter pilot, and a Stormtrooper helmet, which was our favorite of the three. They look great - there is clear accuracy to the
shape and detail of the helmet, but also the unabashed Lego, with buttons displayed throughout. The finish is 7 inches high, 5 inches wide and 5 inches deep, so it's small enough to be on the table neatly, or you could have all three lined up on the shelf without much space being taken up. (Image credit:
Lego Group) Wake me up, Obi-wan Kenobi. You're my only hope, the iconic scene of an old man lying to a boy about his murderous father. Play or pose the moment Luke discovers the power of a lightsaber for the first time, and R2-D2 plays Leia's plea for help. It also comes with sandperson for some
extra play action. This hut looks great - perfectly suited to the movie. (Image credit: Lego Group) The longest Lego set ever - a truly epic showThis really fits the epic feel of the first time Star Destroyer appeared in the original Star Wars film. It was 43 inches long after completion, 26 inches wide and 17
inches high. At over 4,700 pieces, building it is a huge effort – which will keep you busy for a long time. And the end result is invaluable - it's an amazing model. It was even equipped with the scale of the Tantive IV ship, to recreat the failed escape scene. Now this is Lego podracingPodracing is one of the
coolest elements of The Phantom Menace, and this special 20th Anniversary set brings it to life. Podracer Anakin sits on a stand made of clear pieces, so you get a floating effect, and comes with a small Anakin figure, one of Padmé Amidala, and an additional figure of Luke Skywalker with a special 20th
Birthday display stand. (Image credit: Lego Group) Build a cool droid and learn to program This set includes three droids to build from the film - R2-D2, the Imperial Mouse droid and Gonk (everyone's favorite) - with a Bluetooth-connected control unit that can get into it all. That control unit has several
motors to make functions in the robot work, and you control what the robot does by programming it from compatible applications. The programming is easy - you drag blocks to the timeline to make robots do things like go around the room. You can only do this freely, or there are a series of missions to
complete, where you will build additional parts to attach to the robot, with more functions. Meet more of the best toys of the year
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